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Abstract: Common Written Errrors of English Department Students in IKIP PGRI 
Bojonegoro. -
bines ideas getting, grammatical structures, vocabulary, and mechanics. Producing good 
written English is an essential and required skill for English Department Students. This 
study examines the common errors in written English produced by the students of English 
Department in IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro. The error analysis on writing aims at giving the 
English teacher or lecturer data about common written errors and arousing the students to 

symbols. Data were collected from narrative and descriptive texts written by the students 
of class 2C of English Department in IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro. The errors are analyzed 
in ten categories which use ten correction symbols, they are: 1) S (spelling), WO (word 
order), G (grammar), T (tense), C (concord), ! (missing things), WW (wrong word), [ 
] (unnecessary things), ?M (unclear meaning), and P (punctuation). The overall results 
indicate that the most errors the students made were grammar mistakes and unnecessary 
things. On the contrary, the students made the least errors in word order. It was also found 
that the students made errors in the rest categories including spelling, tenses, concord, 
missing things, wrong words, unclear meaning, and punctuation.

Key words: common errors, written English, correction symbols, descriptive qualitative.

Writing is a complex activity. Ac-
cording to Nunan (2003), writing is both 
a physical and a mental act. Writing 
is the physical act of committing words 
or ideas to some medium. On the other 
hand, writing is the mental act of invent-
ing ideas, thinking about how to express 
them, and organizing them into good and 
clear sentences and paragraphs. Writers 
express an idea or feeling in certain ways 
to make readers impress on it. Writing is 
both a process and a product. The writer 
involves in often cyclical and sometimes 
disorderly process of writing. The process 
asks the writer to imagine, organize, draft, 
edit, read, and reread. Ultimately, what the 
reader sees is a product—an essay, story, 
or research report.

Principles of teaching writing accord-
ing to Nunan (2003) are: 1) understand the 
students’ reasons for writing, 2) provide 
many opportunities for students to write, 
3) make feedback helpful and meaning-
ful, 4) clarify teacher and students about 
how their writing will be evaluated. While 
principles for teaching writing mentioned 
by Nation (2009) involves: 1) meaning-
focused input, 2) meaning-focused output, 

-
ency development. 

In teaching writing, especially when 
students are asked to write, the teach-
er needs to deploy some roles. Harmer 
(2007) stated three roles of teacher in 
teaching writing; they are as motivator, re-
source, and feedback provider. At the heart 
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of effective teaching of writing, feedback 
on students’ work is a crucial part of the 
learning process. It has more effect on 
achievement than any other single factor. 
It is important to make sure that the feed-
back the teacher gives is appropriate to the 
students concerned and to the activity they 
are involved in.

The students’ written work should be 
given feedback. According to Ur (1999), 
feedback given to learners has two main 
distinguishable components: assessment 
and correction. In assessment, the learner 
is simply informed how well or badly he 
or she has written. In correction, some spe-

the learner’s performance: through expla-
nation, or provision of better or other al-
ternatives, or through elicitation of these 
from the learner. Assessment and correc-
tion are separable. A teacher can have as-
sessment without correction or correction 
without assessment. The most important 
thing is that assessment is given to the 
whole text while correction is given on 

In terms of linguistic performance, 

forms. The errors to be discussed will be 
categorized as such because they are imme-
diately and obviously divergent from the 
English standard. Olsson (1974) has said 
errors constitute a way of learning. Both 

-
ror recognition in writing are very essential 

Writing is an important skill that has 
to be mastered by students of university. 
The competence in written English be-
comes more unavoidable skill to acquire, 

more particularly for students who study at 
English Department. Writing skill is need-
ed when students doing their assignment, 

studies of S1 by completing their “skripsi” 
as the research. They convey their ideas 
and present them in an organized way. 
They have to organize sentences or utter-
ances in English in such a way so that they 
can deliver messages successfully. 

Students of English Department in 
IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro are obliged to 
learn required writing courses. They have 
to face three sequential writing courses, 
those are writing 1, 2, and 3. Unfortunate-
ly, many of them are still not good enough 
on writing. The students consider that 

-
guage skills because they have to combine 
among getting ideas, grammatical struc-
tures, vocabulary, and mechanics. Cun-
ningsworth (1995) also stated that writing 
makes use of different language resources 
than speech, for instance paragraphing, 
spelling, and punctuation. That is why 

-
thusiastic in writing.

Unenthusiastic in writing of English 
Department students in IKIP PGRI Bo-
jonegoro can be seen from the result of 

most of students are failed to pass mini-
mum grade of 450. Among reading, writ-
ing, and listening, they got low scores on 
structure and written expression. Substan-
tively, there are two parts in structure and 
written test of TOEP, they are part A for 
sentence completion and part B for error 
recognition. Although the students have 
got Course of Writing 1, they are still 
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weak in structure and written expression. 
They failed to identify their own errors.

One of factors causing students be-
ing unenthusiastic in written English is 
unavailability of feedback. Since writing 
belongs to an active or productive skill, 
Harmer (2007) stated that a key factor 
in the success of productive-skill tasks 
is the way teachers organize them and 
how they respond to the students’ work. 
In learning process, students need cor-
rection as teacher’s response in order not 
to make the same mistakes and know the 
correct ones. Sometimes students do not 

if corrections are delivered only in gen-

needs to show their mistakes in detailed, 
for instance by giving correction codes re-
lated to some aspects of writing. For the 
sake of giving helpful and not censorious 
comments, correction codes are given in-
tegrated in the body of the text and they 
will be summarized at the end of the text. 
Then students are asked to produce a new 
version of the previous draft.

out the students’ common written er-
rors in narrative and descriptive texts, in 
terms of ten categories, they are: 1) spell-
ing, 2) word order, 3) grammar, 4) verb 
tense, 5) concord, 6) missing things, 7) 
wrong word, 8) unnecessary things, 9) un-
clear meaning, and 10) punctuation. The 

-
lems. After analyzing the data, the teacher 
can help students to improve their ability 
in writing English and mostly to avoid 
common errors in writing.

METHOD
 The written data for this study 

were collected from 23 students of Eng-
lish Department in IKIP PGRI Bojone-
goro who belong to class 2C. This class 
was chosen as in terms of writing ability, 
it was the lowest among classes A and B. 
In other words, class 2C belongs to lower-
level students. The data were taken when 
they were still studying Writing 2 course 
in their third semester, exactly in August 
2013 until February 2014. They have got 
Writing 1 course in the previous semester, 
so that the students’ competence in writ-
ing English was assumed to be enough. 

 The data were taken by collect-
ing the students work on writing two 
text types, those were narrative and de-
scriptive. Both of them had been taught 
in Writing course 1 and being repeated 
in Writing course 2. Like narrative, de-
scriptive text is basic material in teach-
ing writing as all of them are an integral 
part of someone’s life. Almost all people 
narrate and describe something in their 
daily lives. Narrative gives the details of 
an event or experience in story form or in 
the order they happened, while descriptive 
gives a single, clear picture of a person, 
place, thing, or idea (Sebranek, Meyer, 
and Kemper, 1995).  When students are 
familiar with their objects of writing, they 
will be able to share a lot of good details 
in their written work.

For narrative, the students were asked 
to write it based on their own timeline. 

or six major events in their lives accom-
panied by the years. Then, based on their 
time order, they arranged and expanded 
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each event into good composition of para-
graphs to make narrative text. According 
to Blanchard and Root (1994), the usage 
of time order in writing can function as 
an organizational tool for lower-level stu-
dents to be able to write expressively in 
English. While for descriptive, each stu-
dent was assigned to bring a photo, then 
described it. The students were asked to 
write their composition in every other line, 
in order to give the space for correction 
codes on their errors. The wrong words, 
phrases, or sentences were underlined and 
given correction codes by using a red pen, 
so that their errors were viewable and easy 

and less threatening than random marks 
and comments.

In this research, the lecturer used 
ten correction codes to indicate that stu-
dents have made mistakes in their written 
work. The ten symbols were adopted from 
Harmer (2007), they are S (spelling), WO 
(word order), G (grammar), T (tense), C 
(concord), ! (missing things), WW (wrong 
word), [ ] (unnecessary things), ?M (un-
clear meaning), and P (punctuation). The 
explanation and examples of each correc-
tion symbol is clearly described on Table 
1. 

the use of symbols such as these, they 
were trained in their use. They were in-
troduced to correction symbols and shown 
examples of each category. They need to 
know what the symbol means and what to 
do about it.

 This research is descriptive quali-
tative. According to McMillan (2008), a 
descriptive study simply describes a phe-

nomenon. Qualitative data consist of in-
formation. Qualitative information gath-
ering in this research is a text analysis. 
This research described common errors 
analyzed in narrative and descriptive texts 
written by English Department students in 
IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Result. 
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Discussion
This section presents the results of er-

ror analysis towards the data of students’ 
writing on narrative and descriptive texts. 
The data taken were in complete texts 
which consist of words, phrases, and sen-
tences. The analysis is in ten categories, 
exactly in terms of spelling, word order, 
grammar, verb tense, concord, missing 
things, wrong word, unnecessary thing, 
unclear meaning, and punctuation.

From Table 2, it was found that most 
students made errors on grammar and un-
necessary things. The total number of er-
rors on both categories was same.  The 
second errors the students most made 
were concord mistake and wrong word. 
The rest errors are missing things, spelling 
error, punctuation, unclear meaning, verb 
tense, and word order respectively. The 
students had made errors in all categories. 
It means that their competences in writing 
are weak. 

Spelling errors show that students are 
not good at memorizing written vocabu-
lary. The examples of spelling errors are 
clearly visible on Table 3. Sometimes they 
missed one letter in writing one word (er-
rors number 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14), 
for example, sparated, possible, healty, 
brigtness, happines, siting, scond, giraff, 
weel, and wich. They also made wrong of 
one letter (errors number 8, 12, 17, 19), 
for instance, thera, scanary, elemantary, 
and organitation. The other kind of spell-
ing error is that they interchanged letters 
(errors number 5, 7), such as found in the 
words of wheater and alwasy. Then, they 
also had over-letter (errors number 15 and 
20), as found in the words of visite and 

beautifull. Last, they were completely 
wrong in writing a word (errors number 
16 and 18), such as extion and sisteme. 

From Table 3, it can be read that the 
students made spelling errors in familiar 
vocabulary that they usually meet. They 
did not have fairly wide range of vocabu-
lary, as a consequence, their writing com-
petences were very limited.

Word order describes the way to ar-
range words. It is one of considerations for 
making meaningful sentences. It involves 
arranging noun phrase, phrasal expression, 
simple sentence, embedded question, and 
dependent clause. From Table 4, it can be 
known that the most error students made 
in word order is in noun phrase (errors 
number 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10). For 
instance, instead of writing cubby cheek, 
the student wrote cheek chubby, instead 
of writing English Language, the student 
wrote Language English. On the other 
hand, the least error of word order is in 
the form of simple sentence (error num-
ber 2), as found in a sentence can you call 
me “Dwi”. The students’ errors on word 
order seem to be direct translations from 
their mother tongue.

set of rules specifying the correct ordering 
of words at the sentence level. The Long-
man Dictionary of Applied Linguistics 

of a language and the way in which units 
such as words and phrase are combined to 
produce sentences in the language” (Rich-
ards, Platt, and Weber, 1985). Grammar 
covers active and passive form, articles, 
verbs, nouns, countable-uncountable 
nouns, adjectives, degree of comparison, 
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time signals, relative clauses, modal aux-
iliaries, adverb, articles, parallel structure, 
causative, subjunctive, and gerund.

Table 5 is about students’ errors on 
grammar. They comprises article (error 
number 1), passive voice (errors number 4 
and 6), noun (errors number 3, 9, 10), verb 
(errors number 2 and 5), parallel structure 
(errors number 7 and 8).

The grammar mistake related to ar-
ticles was found in a phrase of an univer-
sity. It should be a university. The other 
grammar mistake was connected with pas-
sive voice. The sentence of ‘My wedding 
party held in Layung Hotel’ missed to be, 
while of ‘Strawberry garden is locating 
in Sarangan’ missed past participle. The 
student also made grammar mistake on 
countable-uncountable noun, as found in 
‘three person, many visitor, and they are 
my friend’. Grammar mistake on verb 
were seen on the sentences ‘I am marriage 
with Amin Wisnu’ and ‘We are often study-
ing together’. Last, grammar mistake on 
parallel structure can be found in ‘She is 
smile and looks beautiful’ and ‘I see many 
people play on the beach, sunbathing, and 
swimming’.

Tenses are verbs which their changing 
depend on time. Tenses describe activities 
which are determined by time. Based on 
the time, there are three tenses, they are 
past, present, and future tenses. While 
based on the nature of the activity, there 
are simple, continuous, perfect, and per-
fect continuous tense.

 Table 6 shows the students’ error on 
verb tense. They made errors in using 
simple past (errors number 1, 2, 3, 6, 10), 
present perfect (errors number 4 and 7), 

past perfect (errors number 5 and 9), pres-
ent continuous (error number 8). 

‘I begin my study in 2012’ is the ex-
ample of wrong verb tense on simple past, 
while ‘After I am moved in Tuban, I not 
found a university’ is one of wrong verb 
tense in past perfect. Mostly students made 
errors in simple past and past perfect, par-
ticularly in writing narrative. They tend 
to use present tenses than past ones. The 
students also made wrong verb tense on 
present perfect as found in the sentence 
of ‘I stay in Bali for three nights’. Error 
in present continuous can be seen on the 
sentence of ‘Now I study in IKIP PGRI 
Bojonegoro’. 

Concord means subject-verb agree-
ment and word agreement. A single sub-
ject must be followed by a single verb, 
while a plural subject must be followed by 
a plural verb. All ten sentences available 
on Table7 are about concord mistakes, 

The verb used does not match with the 
subject. For instance, instead of writing 
‘Aston Bali has a difference’, the student 
wrote ‘Aston Bali have a difference’, in-
stead of writing ‘I do not see an activity’, 
the student wrote ‘I not see a activity’. 
There was found a bit complicated sample 
of concord mistake, for example ‘I look 
my brother don’t like orange juice’. From 
the three examples above, it can be note 
down that concord mistakes do not hap-
pen only in positive sentence, but also in 
negative sentence

A sentence pattern in English lan-
guage need at least subject and to be or 
verb. From Table 8, it is clearly shown that 
the students missed verbs (errors number 
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1) and to be (error number 6). They also 
missed prepositions (errors number 2, 4, 
5, 8, 10), articles (error number 3 and 9), 
and unit of measure (errors number 7).

The example of sentence which missed 
verbs is ‘When I back from Sukabumi …’, 
while one missed to be is ‘Raffy so happy’. 
The other sentence which missed preposi-
tions is ‘I can play my friends’. Last, the 
sentence which missed articles is ‘I have 
bestfriend’ and one missed unit of mea-
sure is ‘I am 19 old’.

As given on Table 9, the students were 
still unable to choose correct and appropri-
ate words to deliver their messages. Their 
diction made loss of meaning. Misinter-
pretation and different meaning happened 
because of wrong use of words (errors 
number 1, 6, 8, and 10) and wrong use of 
prepositions (errors number 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8). 
Wrong use of words can be seen on the sen-
tences like ‘I alive in Singgahan Tuban’, 
‘The taste is very niece’, and ‘Kuta beach 
is always dizy’. Furthermore, wrong use of 
prepositions can be found in the sentences 
like ‘I just stand at corral’ and ‘Many for-
eign people interesting with it’.

The students sometimes make unnec-
essary things in their writing. As shown in 
Table 10, they put unneeded prepositions 
(error numbers 1, 4, 6, 9, 10), unneeded 
article (errors number 3 and 7), double 
past tense (error number 2), and double 

Unneeded preposition can be seen 
on ‘Vivi’s house is near with my house’. 
The word ‘with’ should be omitted. Un-
needed article can be read on ‘… in the my 
life’. The word ‘the’ should be neglected. 
Double past tense can be found in ‘I was 

graduated from Elementary School’. The 
correct sentence should be ‘I graduated 
from Elementary School’. Last, double 

 ‘I am very 
love him’. The sentence should be ‘I love 
him very much’.

Unclear meaning is caused by multi-
ple errors. The use of wrong word, gram-
matical mistakes, and wrong word order 
make written text cannot be understood. 
The students’ sentences were all scattered, 
jumbled, and loss meaning because of 
wrong word combined with unclear posi-
tions for subject, verb, object, and comple-
ment. The examples of unclear meaning in 
writing can be read on Table 11. Instead 
of writing ‘Among thousands of students 

were selected’, the student wrote ‘From 
student junior high school thousands, only 

, instead of writing 
‘When I was 5 years old, …’, the student 
wrote ‘When I be old 5 years, …’.

 Punctuation marks are part of a 
language system. They become very cru-
cial element in written language. They 
help writers to manage the words and 
ideas. They help writer to communicate 
with readers and they help readers appre-
ciate the text. Punctuation marks serve as 
the road markers which directing readers 
so that they do not get lost while traveling 
along the text. Even Murdibjono (2008) 
stated that wrong punctuation marks can 

-
es and misinterpretation of sentences. 

Punctuation marks consist of period 
(.), ellipsis or triple dots (…), comma (,), 
semicolon (;), colon (:), hyphen (-), ques-
tion mark (?), exclamation point (!), quo-
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tation marks (“ …”), apostrophe ( ‘ ), pa-
rentheses ( ), dash ( – ), slash ( / ), brackets 
[  ]. Capitalization and abbreviations are 
also included in punctuation.

Table 12 shows the students’ errors 
on punctuation. Kind of such errors were 
capitalization, comma, period, and ab-
breviation. They missed capital letter at 
the beginning of a sentence (errors num-
ber 4 and 7), writing name of cities (error 
number 1) and months (error number 9). 
In writing abbreviation, they also made 
mistakes (errors number 5 and 8). They 
missed comma (errors number 2, 3, 6, and 
10) and period (error number 4).

The missing of capital letter, comma, 
and period can be found in ‘in 2009 I study 
in Al-Rasyid’. The sentence should be ‘In 
2009, I study in Al-Rasyid.’. Error in writ-
ing abbreviation can be seen on ‘That is 
Mr Amin I hope he can to be best for me’. 
‘Mr’ is the abbreviation for ‘Mister’. The 
way to write should be putting period af-
ter the letter ‘r’. So, the correct sentence 
should be ‘That is Mr. Amin, I hope he can 
be the best for me’. 

CONCLUSION 

that the students of English Department in 
IKIP PGRI Bojonegoro produce common 
written errors, in terms of S (spelling), WO 
(word order), G (grammar), T (tense), C 
(concord), ! (missing things), WW (wrong 
word), [ ] (unnecessary things), ?M (un-
clear meaning), and P (punctuation). The 
most common errors students made were 
in grammar and unnecessary things. On 
the other hand, the least common error 
was in word order. The students’ errors in 

all ten categories proved their incompe-
tence in written English. There also found 
sentences which were scattered, jumbled, 
and even loss meaning as the effect of 
combination of the ten kinds of errors.

Referring to the purpose of the study 

written errors, it was expected that the 
students would be able to produce written 
English with no errors. The given correc-
tion symbols was intended to arouse the 

-
astic in writing. At least, if the students get 
correction symbols as feedback from their 
teachers or lecturers, they will recognize 
their errors then revise them. Error detec-
tion is important on helping students for 
the rest of their studies in the ongoing and 
following semester.
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